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MEMORANDUM & ORDER 

Carol Bagley Amon, United States District Judge 

*1 Plaintiff Carol Chadirjian commenced this action 
pursuant to Title II of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. § 
405(g), seeking review of a final determination by the 
Commissioner of the Social Security Administration 
(“SSA”) denying her March 2015 application for Social 
Security Disability Benefits. (See D.E. # 1 (“Compl.”).) 
Chadirjian and the Commissioner have cross-moved for 
judgment on the pleadings. (D.E. # 13, 21.) Chadirjian 
seeks an order vacating and reversing the decision of the 
Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) below and remanding 
solely for calculation of benefits. (D.E. # 15 (“Pl. 
Mem.”).) Alternatively, Chadirjian asks the Court to 
remand for further administrative proceedings on the 
grounds that the ALJ failed to provide Chadirjian with a 
full and fair hearing. (Id.) The Commissioner asks the 
Court to affirm her final decision that Chadirjian was not 
entitled to benefits. (D.E. # 22 (“Def. Mem.”).) For the 
reasons set forth below, the Court grants Chadirjian’s 

cross-motion, reverses the Commissioner’s decision, and 
remands to the Commissioner solely for calculation of 
benefits. 
  
 
 

BACKGROUND 

 

I. Chadirjian’s Testimony Before the ALJ 
At the time of her hearing before Administrative Law 
Judge Ifeoma N. Iwuamadi (the “ALJ”), Chadirjian was 
58 years old and was represented by attorney Jeffrey 
Delott. (R. at 52–86.) Chadirjian testified that she is a 
college graduate who worked from 1978 to 2014, most 
recently as a paralegal, a trademark analyst, a temp, and at 
Macy’s over the holidays. (Id.) 
  
Chadirjian testified that she became disabled on 
December 18, 2014 and has not worked, volunteered, or 
received workers compensation since. (Id.) Chadirjian 
explained that she has not attempted to find a job since 
that date because her lack of focus, inability to handle 
workplace pressures, and severe memory problems 
prevent her from working. (Id.) She also explained that 
any work environment noise disrupts her concentration, 
that she is easily overwhelmed when asked to multitask, 
and that she has general anxiety throughout the day with 
no specific trigger required. (Id.) She explained that she 
does not have a problem dealing with people, but 
authority figures make her “very, very nervous.” (Id.) 
Chadirjian further testified that these symptoms stem 
from post-traumatic stress disorder, social anxiety, and a 
panic disorder. (Id.) Chadirjian takes Prozac and 
Wellbutrin for these mental disorders. (Id.) Chadirjian 
also suffers from glaucoma and migraines, but she 
testified that it is her mental illnesses that prevent her 
from working. (Id.) Chadirjian takes Simbrinza and 
Xalatan eye drops for her glaucoma problems and Imitrex 
for serious migraines. (Id.) 
  
Chadirjian explained that she currently lives with her 
mother and that her day usually begins with breakfast, 
medication, and spiritual readings, which help ease her 
anxiety. (Id.) Despite these morning readings, Chadirjian 
later testified that she has difficulty with reading 
comprehension, because her focus and memory problems 
prevent her getting through passages and remembering 
what she has just read. (Id.) Accordingly, she no longer 
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reads new books. (Id.) She also testified that she 
misplaces things on a daily basis. (Id.) 
  
*2 After her morning routine, Chadirjian sometimes goes 
to the park, to a meeting with her 12-step alcohol program 
(she has been sober for 20 years and has never relapsed), 
or to see a friend. (Id.) She later testified that she has a 
hard time picking up the telephone and calling her friends. 
(Id.) Chadirjian also goes grocery shopping once a week 
and drives a couple of times a week. (Id.) She testified 
that she has had issues driving ever since she hit a 
pedestrian in February 2016, but that she still drives, even 
though she can take public transportation instead. (Id.) 
  
Chadirjian testified that her days vary, but that she is 
home the majority of the time. (Id.) There, Chadirjian can 
cook, wash dishes, and do laundry, but does not do so 
often because her mother takes care of those chores. (Id.) 
Similarly, Chadirjian can bathe herself, but does not do so 
often because she has trouble motivating herself to get 
into the shower. (Id.) Some weeks, she bathes only once. 
(Id.) 
  
Finally, Chadirjian testified that she sees a therapist once 
a week and a psychiatrist once every three months unless 
she is “having a problem.” (Id.) In those circumstances, 
she asks for an immediate appointment. (Id.) 
  
 
 

II. Medical History 
From February 2010 to September 2016, Chadirjian 
visited her psychiatrist, Dr. Charles Kandalaft, on a 
regular basis. (Id. at 300; see also id. at 323–75.) During 
the first year of then visits, Chadirjian saw Dr. Kandalaft 
once, twice, and sometimes three times a month. (See id. 
at 323–75.) Starting in March 2011, the frequency of their 
visits waned to once a month, once every two months, or 
once every three months. (See id.) For the most part, Dr. 
Kandalaft’s records from those visits indicate that 
Chadirjian had an appropriate appearance, was alert and 
oriented, exhibited normal speech and eye contact, was 
cooperative, and displayed normal psychomotor behavior 
and an appropriate affect. (See id.) Dr. Kandalaft’s 
records often noted that Chadirjian had logical thought 
processes, exhibited normal insight and good judgment, 
was neither suicidal nor homicidal, did not exhibit 
hallucinations or delusions, and exhibited a euthymic 
mood. (See id.) On less common occasions, Dr. Kandalaft 
noted that Chadirjian’s mood was anxious and/or irritable 
and that her affect was constricted. (See id. at 300–06, 
340–41, 346–51.) These findings are clustered mostly in 
the spring and summer of 2015. (See id.) 

  
On April 23, 2015, Dr. Kandalaft filed a Division of 
Disability Determinations form, in which he reported 
seeing Chadirjian since February 2010 and noted treating 
diagnoses of major depression and generalized anxiety 
disorder. (Id. at 324–30.) He also indicated that 
Chadirjian could perform her activities of daily living, but 
found herself overwhelmed in a work environment. (Id.) 
Dr. Kandalaft reported that Chadirjian was limited in her 
understanding and memory, in sustained concentration 
and persistence, in her social interactions and in her 
ability to adapt to changes in her environment. (Id.) Upon 
examination, Chadirjian was casually dressed and 
groomed; was fully oriented; had “regular” speech, 
thought, and perception; exhibited a mood that was 
euthymic to low, with a calm and appropriate affect; 
exhibited attention and concentration that were fair to 
low; exhibited few memory problems (3/3 and 2/3); and 
had a “good” ability to perform calculations. (Id.) Dr. 
Kandalaft concluded that Chadirjian’s diagnosis is 
ongoing and that her prognosis is poor to fair. (Id.) 
  
On May 14, 2015, Dr. Helen Rozelman, a state agency 
psychological consultant, reviewed the evidence then in 
the record and found that a consultative examination was 
required because “[t]he evidence as a whole, both medical 
and non-medical, is not sufficient to support a decision on 
the claim.” (Id. at 87–95.) Dr. Rozelman also found, 
based on her review of Chadirjian’s medical records, that 
Chadirjian had PTSD, depression, anxiety, and severe 
memory problems, as well as low back pain, asthma, and 
glaucoma. (Id.) She found that these impairments caused 
Chadirjian only mild restrictions in the activities of daily 
living, moderate difficulties in maintaining social 
functioning, and mild difficulties in maintaining 
concentration, persistence, or pace. (Id.) Dr. Rozelman 
found that Chadirjian had understanding, memory, 
concentration, persistence, social-interaction, and 
adaptation limitations, but that she was not significantly 
limited in her ability to do most workplace activities, 
including understanding, remembering, and carrying out 
detailed instructions, maintaining attention and 
concentration for extended periods, or completing a 
normal workweek without interruptions from 
psychologically based symptoms. (Id.) Nevertheless, she 
found that Chadirjian “may have difficulty with [these] 
tasks due to symptoms of anxiety.” (Id.) The only specific 
limitation Dr. Rozelman found was that Chadirjian was 
moderately limited in interacting appropriately with the 
general public. (Id.) In conclusion, Dr. Rozelman found 
that Chadirjian’s allegations are “credible, though not to 
the extent alleged. From a psychiatric perspective there 
does not appear to be significant limitation in [her] ability 
to engage in simple work related activity.” (Id.) 
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Accordingly, Dr. Rozelman found that Chadirjian was not 
able to perform her past relevant work, but that she had 
the residual functional capacity (“RFC”) to perform 
simple tasks. (Id.) In other words, Dr. Rozelman found 
that Chadirjian was not disabled. (Id.) 
  
*3 On May 20, 2015, Lisa Baroni, Chadirjian’s therapist, 
completed a Division of Disability Determinations form 
in which she reported seeing Chadirjian “irregular[ly]” 
since February 2006, starting with bi-monthly visits for 
the first two years and monthly or “occasional” visits 
thereafter. (Id. at 309–12.) Ms. Baroni noted diagnoses of 
bipolar II disorder; alcohol dependence with sustained full 
remission; PTSD, chronic; and attention deficit, 
predominately-inattentive subtype. (Id.) Ms. Baroni also 
noted that Chadirjian’s then-current symptoms included 
anxiety, lack of focus, and intermittent disassociative 
symptoms and that her reported daily activities included 
excellent grooming and hygiene, “low” use of public 
transportation, and driving “huge” distances, though 
Chadirjian reported often getting lost and arriving late or 
overly early. (Id.) Ms. Baroni also noted Chadirjian 
reported of an inability to focus and follow through on 
assigned projects, easy distraction by noise, and 
frequently losing jobs (with several lost jobs reported 
during the course of her treatment). (Id.) Ms. Baroni’s 
medical opinion was that Chadirjian “is very impaired by 
her difficulty in focusing and staying on task. She is 
easily overcome by stress and deadlines. However, I 
cannot provide a medical opinion regarding this 
individual’s ability to do work-related activities because 
this [therapist]’s observations are limited to therapy 
sessions, not work.” (Id.) 
  
On June 1, 2015, Dr. Lyudmila Trimba conducted a 
consultative examination of Chadirjian. (Id. at 316–19.) 
Among other things, Dr. Trimba noted that Chadirjian’s 
chief complaints were mental disorder, glaucoma, lower 
back pain, asthma, and migraines; that she was diagnosed 
with mental problems in 2002; and that she sees a 
psychiatrist every two to three months. (Id.) Dr. Trimba 
diagnosed Chadirjian with low back pain, asthma, 
glaucoma, and mental disorder. (Id.) Dr. Trimba’s report 
then focused largely on Chadirjian’s physical ailments. 
(Id.) Dr. Trimba reported that Chadirjian told her that she 
cooks once per week, does not clean, and does not do 
laundry because someone else does the chores, which 
“she does not like to do.” (Id.) Dr. Trimba also reported 
that Chadirjian shops twice per week, showers once a 
week “when she feels like it,” dresses herself everyday, 
and likes to spend her time reading, walking outside, and 
journaling. (Id.) 
  
On August 13, 2015, Dr. Kandalaft filed a mental medical 

findings summary form in which he opined that 
Chadirjian could not perform full-time work unless she 
was in a “more secure / supportive environment.” (Id. at 
300–06.) Dr. Kandalaft further opined that Chadirjian was 
incapable of even “low stress” work, that she was likely 
to have “good days” and “bad days,” and that he could not 
determine how many work days Chadirjian was likely to 
miss per month. (Id.) More specifically, Dr. Kandalaft 
reported that Chadirjian was markedly limited in 
understanding and remembering detailed instructions, 
working in coordination with or proximity to others 
without being distracted by them, and accepting 
instructions and responding appropriately to criticism 
from supervisors. (Id.) He reported that she was 
moderately limited in understanding and remembering 
simple instructions; carrying out detailed instructions; 
maintaining attention and concentration for two hours; 
performing activities within a schedule, maintaining 
regular attendance, and being punctual within customary 
tolerance; and responding appropriately to changes in the 
work setting. (Id.) He reported that she was mildly limited 
in executing simple instructions, carrying out simple one- 
or two-step instructions, making simple work-related 
decisions, completing a normal work week without 
interruptions from psychologically based symptoms and 
performing at a consistent pace without an unreasonable 
number and length of rest periods, interacting 
appropriately with the general public, asking simple 
questions or requesting assistance, maintaining socially 
appropriate behavior and adhering to basic standards of 
neatness and cleanliness, and setting realistic goals or 
making plans independently. (Id.) Finally, he reported that 
she was not limited in remembering locations and work-
like procedures, sustaining an ordinary routine without 
supervision, getting along with co-workers or peers 
without distracting them or exhibiting behavioral 
extremes, maintaining an awareness of normal hazards 
and taking appropriate precautions, and traveling to 
unfamiliar places or using public transportation. (Id.) Dr. 
Kandalaft also opined that Chadirjian did not have any 
marked restrictions in daily living or social functioning, 
but that she did have marked difficulties in maintaining 
concentration, persistence, or pace. (Id.) Dr. Kandalaft 
reached these opinions based on his diagnoses of major 
depressive disorder and recurrent, moderate, generalized 
anxiety disorder and his clinical findings of poor memory, 
mood disturbance, social withdrawal and isolation, 
decreased energy, anhedonia and pervasive loss of 
interest, recurrent intrusive recollections of a traumatic 
experience, difficulty thinking or concentrating, feelings 
of guilt/worthlessness, generalized persistent anxiety, 
hostility and irritability, distractability, disturbances of 
mood and affect, restrictions in activities and interests, 
and repeated and extended episodes of decompensation. 
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(Id.) Although Dr. Kandalaft reported first seeing 
Chadirjian in February 2010, he related his assessed 
limitations back to June 2005. (Id.) 
  
*4 Dr. Kandalaft expanded on his August 2015 opinions 
in subsequent letters and mental medical findings 
summaries. First, in a December 29, 2015 letter, Dr. 
Kandalaft opined that Chadirjian “meet[s] disability 
listing 12.04 ... because of persistent symptoms of 
anhedonia, insomnia, decreased energy, negative self-
feelings and difficulties with thinking and concentration 
resulting in episodes of marked impairment in social 
functioning and the ability to maintain persistence in 
performing tasks.” (Id. at 323.) Second, in a mental 
medical findings summary dated September 13, 2016, Dr. 
Kandalaft opined that Chadirjian would be off task eleven 
to twenty percent of the time because of her mental health 
condition and treatment. (Id. at 332.) Third, in a March 7, 
2017 letter, Dr. Kandalaft wrote to the SSA, asking it to 
“reconsider [Chadirjian’s] case for disability.” (Id. at 2.) 
In that letter, Dr. Kandalaft “reaffirm[ed] ... his 
professional opinion that [Chadirjian] is unable to work 
and would be a poor candidate for retraining.” (Id.) He 
also specifically opined that “[s]he meets listings 12.04 
and 12.06, and, therefore meets the criterion for 
disability.” (Id.) He explained that this opinion is based 
on his treatment of Chadirjian “for the last 7 years” during 
which she “demonstrated marked difficulties maintaining 
concentration, persistence or pace; and experienced 
repeated and extended episodes of decompensation, 
persistent symptoms of anhedonia, decreased energy, 
negative feelings and difficulty with thinking and 
concentration resulting in episodes of marked impairment 
in social functioning and ability to maintain persistence in 
completing tasks.” (Id.) 
  
 
 

III. Procedural History 
Chadirjian filed an application for Social Security 
disability benefits in March 2015. (Id. at 170–71.) After 
the SSA denied her application, she requested a hearing 
before an administrative law judge, which was held on 
August 30, 2016. (Id. at 52–86, 98–103, 107.) The ALJ 
denied Chadirjian’s application for social security 
disability benefits in a written opinion dated December 
12, 2016. (Id. at 34–48.) Chadirjian’s appeal of that 
decision was denied on March 6, 2017, thereby rendering 
the ALJ’s ruling final. (Id. at 7–12.) The instant civil 
action was timely commenced on March 16, 2017. 
(Compl.) 
  
The ALJ’s written decision found that, although 

Chadirjian had severe mental impairments,1 she was not 
disabled under SSA rules, because she had the RFC “to 
perform a full range of work at all exertional levels but 
with the following nonexertional limitations: [she] [wa]s 
limited to simple, routine and repetitive tasks and simple 
work-related decisions with occasional contact with 
supervisors.” (Id. at 41; see also id. at 34–48.) With that 
RFC, Chadirjian could not perform any past relevant 
work, but could perform other jobs that existed in 
significant numbers in the national economy, given her 
age, education, and work experience. (Id. at 47–48.) 
Specifically, the ALJ found that, per vocational expert 
David Vandergoot (the “VE”), Chadirjian could fill the 
roles of routing clerk, addresser, and waxer. (Id.) 
  
In reaching this decision, the ALJ emphasized the parts of 
Chadirjian’s testimony about her activities of daily living, 
Dr. Kandalaft’s psychiatric treatment notes, and Dr. 
Trimba’s consultative examination findings. (Id. at 41–
46.) The ALJ accorded limited weight to Chadirjian’s 
testimony about her ability to work, because “the 
documentary evidence and [Chadirjian’s] own statements 
undercut her allegations that she was unable to perform 
any sustained work activity.” (See id.) The ALJ also 
stated that there was “no evidence” that Chadirjian’s 
impairments resulted in limitations so severe that she 
could not engage in work activity, meaning that the ALJ 
disregarded Dr. Kandalaft’s “reports assessing extreme 
limitations.” (Id. at 45.) More specifically, the ALJ 
accorded “[n]o weight” to Dr. Kandalaft’s August 2015 
opinion suggesting that Chadirjian could not work, 
December 2015 opinion that Chadirjian met disability 
listing 12.04, and September 2016 opinion that Chadirjian 
would be off task for eleven to twenty percent of the 
workday. (Id. at 45–46.) The ALJ disregarded those 
medical opinions because, in the ALJ’s view, they were 
not supported by the record and they conflicted with 
aspects of Chadirjian’s testimony and Dr. Kandalaft’s 
treatment notes. (Id.) The ALJ also disregarded Ms. 
Baroni’s testimony because she was unable to provide a 
medical opinion regarding Chadirjian’s ability to perform 
work-related activities, but accorded “[c]onsiderable 
weight” to Dr. Trimba’s opinion and “[s]ome weight” to 
Dr. Rozelman’s opinions. (Id. at 42–43, 45.) In essence, 
the ALJ found that “the record indicate[d] a history of 
subjective complaints [but] no indication that 
[Chadirjian’s] condition was such that she was unable to 
perform some work activity during the relevant period.” 
(Id. at 42.) 
  
*5 Notably, the VE testified that there were no jobs 
existing in substantial numbers in the national economy 
for an employee who would (1) need occasional 
reminders for routine, repetitive tasks, (2) be off task for 
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more than ten percent of the time, or (3) miss more than 
three days of work per month. (Id. at 78–86.) As stated 
above, the ALJ gave no weight to Dr. Kandalaft’s 
September 2016 opinion that Chadirjian would be off task 
for eleven to twenty percent of the workday. (Id. at 45–
46.) The ALJ did not specifically find that Chadirjian 
would not need occasional reminders for routine, 
repetitive tasks or that she would miss fewer than three 
days of work per month. (See id. at 34–48.) However, by 
finding that Chadirjian had the RFC to perform jobs 
existing in significant numbers in the national economy, 
the ALJ made those findings implicitly. (See id.) 
  
 
 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

“A district court may set aside the Commissioner’s 
determination that a claimant is not disabled only if the 
factual findings are not supported by ‘substantial 
evidence’ or if the decision is based on legal error.” 
Burgess v. Astrue, 537 F.3d 117, 127 (2d Cir. 2008) 
(quoting Shaw v. Chater, 221 F.3d 126, 131 (2d Cir. 
2000) ). “To determine whether the findings are supported 
by substantial evidence, the reviewing court is required to 
examine the entire record, including contradictory 
evidence and evidence from which conflicting inferences 
can be drawn.” Snell v. Apfel, 177 F.3d 128, 132 (2d Cir. 
1999) (quoting Mongeur v. Heckler, 722 F.2d 1033, 1038 
(2d Cir. 1983) (per curiam) ). “Substantial evidence is 
‘more than a mere scintilla’ and ‘means such relevant 
evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate 
to support a conclusion.’ ” Lesterhuis v. Colvin, 805 F.3d 
83, 87 (2d Cir. 2015) (quoting Richardson v. Perales, 402 
U.S. 389, 401 (1971) ). “But it is still a very deferential 
standard of review—even more so than the ‘clearly 
erroneous’ standard.” Brault v. Soc. Sec. Admin., Com’r, 
683 F.3d 443, 448 (2d Cir. 2012) (citing Dickinson v. 
Zurko, 527 U.S. 150, 153 (1999) ). “The substantial 
evidence standard means once an ALJ finds facts, we can 
reject those facts only if a reasonable factfinder would 
have to conclude otherwise.” Id. (internal quotation marks 
omitted) (emphasis in original). “Where the 
Commissioner’s decision rests on adequate findings 
supported by evidence having rational probative force, 
[the court] will not substitute [its] judgment for that of the 
Commissioner.” Veino v. Barnhart, 312 F.3d 578, 586 (2d 
Cir. 2002); see also 42 U.S.C. § 405(g) (“The findings of 
the [Commissioner] as to any fact, if supported by 
substantial evidence, shall be conclusive....”). 
  
Where “the record provides persuasive proof of disability 

and a remand for further evidentiary proceedings would 
serve no purpose,” the reviewing court should reverse the 
Commissioner and remand only for the calculation and 
payment of benefits. Parker v. Harris, 626 F.2d 225, 235 
(2d Cir. 1980): see also Schaal v. Apfel, 134 F.3d 496, 
504 (2d Cir. 1998) (“Where application of the correct 
legal standard could lead to only one conclusion, we need 
not remand.” (citing Johnson v. Bowen, 817 F.2d 983, 
986 (2d Cir. 1987) ) ). The reviewing district court may 
also order additional evidence to be taken before the 
Commissioner when there is “a showing that there is new 
evidence which is material and that there is good cause 
for the failure to incorporate such evidence into the record 
in a prior proceeding.” 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). “Reversal and 
remand to the Commissioner for further proceedings is 
the usual remedy where an administrative record is 
incomplete or where an ALJ has applied an improper 
legal standard.” McClain v. Barnhart, 299 F. Supp. 2d 
309, 328–29 (S.D.N.Y. 2004). 
  
 
 

DISCUSSION 

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 405(g), Chadirjian seeks review 
of the ALJ’s finding that she was not entitled to benefits. 
(Pl. Mem.) Specifically, Chadirjian argues that Chadirjian 
was denied a full and fair hearing, that the ALJ did not 
accord sufficient weight to Dr. Kandalaft’s opinions that 
Chadirjian was unable to work, and that several of the 
ALJ’s findings lack substantial evidence. (Id.) The Court 
concludes that Chadirjian did receive a full and fair 
hearing, but that the ALJ erred by failing to afford 
sufficient weight to the opinion of her treating physician, 
Dr. Kandalaft. Because the Court concludes that a remand 
for further evidentiary hearings would serve no purpose, 
Parker. 626 F.2d at 235, the Court reverses the 
Commissioner’s decision and remands solely for 
calculation and payment of benefits. 
  
 
 

I. Full and Fair Hearing 
*6 Chadirjian contends that she was denied a full and fair 
hearing because (1) the Appeals Council refused to wait 
for Dr. Kandalaft’s March 7, 2017 report before denying 
her request for review on March 6, 2017, hours after 
Chadirjian advised the Appeals Council that she intended 
to submit Dr. Kandalaft’s report within a week, and (2) 
the ALJ was biased against recovering alcoholics. 
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Before deciding whether the Commissioner’s disability 
determination was supported by substantial evidence, this 
Court must be satisfied that the claimant received a full 
hearing. Moran v. Astrue, 569 F.3d 108, 112 (2d Cir. 
2009). An ALJ has an obligation to “affirmatively 
develop the record in light of the essentially non-
adversarial nature of a benefits proceeding.” Lamay v. 
Comm’r of Soc. Sec., 562 F.3d 503, 509 (2d Cir. 2009) 
(quoting Tejada v. Apfel, 167 F.3d 770, 774 (2d Cir. 
1999) ). The Appeals Council “shall evaluate the entire 
record including the new and material evidence submitted 
if it relates to the period on or before the date of the 
administrative law judge hearing decision.” 20 C.F.R. § 
404.970(b) (2016). 
  
First, regarding Dr. Kandalaft’s March 7, 2017 report, 
although the Appeals Council is required to “evaluate the 
entire record including ... new and material evidence 
submitted,” id., neither the governing statute nor its 
implementing regulations prescribe a particular time 
period during which the Appeals Council must accept 
new and material evidence. Nonetheless, Chadirjian was 
afforded an adequate opportunity to submit such 
evidence: by letter dated December 14, 2016, the Appeals 
Council explicitly authorized Chadirjian to submit new 
and material evidence within 25 days, explaining that 
“[w]e will not allow more time to send information except 
for very good reasons.” (R. at 14.) Chadirjian did not 
submit her fax advising the Appeals Council of her intent 
to submit an updated report until March 6, 2017, nearly 
three months after the 25-day period expired. Moreover, 
Chadirjian provided no explanation for failing to submit 
the information within the allotted time frame or to 
request an extension of time, let alone an explanation to 
persuade the Court that “good cause” warrants an order 
directing the Commissioner to accept the March 7, 2017 
report as additional evidence under 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). 
Finally, Chadirjian suggests that the Appeals Council 
acted in bad faith by ignoring the March 6, 2017 fax. (Pl. 
Mem. at 8–9.) But Chadirjian has not pointed to any 
evidence in the record suggesting bad faith, and given the 
volume of correspondence the Appeals Council receives 
each day, it is by no means clear that the officer who 
issued the denial was even aware that Chadirjian had sent 
a fax earlier that day. Therefore, in the circumstances 
presented here, the Appeals Council’s failure to consider 
Dr. Kandalaft’s March 7, 2017 report did not deprive 
Chadirjian of a full and fair hearing. See Moran, 569 F.3d 
at 112. 
  
Second, regarding the allegations of ALJ bias, we begin 
with the “presumption” that hearing officers are unbiased, 
and “the burden of establishing a disqualifying interest 

rests on the party making the assertion.” Schweiker v. 
McClure, 456 U.S. 188, 196 (1982). Chadirjian failed to 
meet her burden here: the record is devoid of evidence to 
support the inference that the ALJ exhibits bias toward 
recovering alcoholics. Cf. Pronti v. Barnhart, 339 F. Supp. 
2d 480, 497 (W.D.N.Y. 2004) (remanding to the 
Commissioner to take additional evidence that the ALJ’s 
general bias warranted reversal in light of “six attorney 
affidavits and the statistical evidence regarding [the 
ALJ’s] Social Security decisions”); Kendrick v. Sullivan, 
784 F. Supp. 94, 97 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (denying motion to 
dismiss plaintiffs’ claim that ALJ’s general bias deprived 
them of their right to fair and impartial hearings where 
plaintiffs “allege[ed] numerous deficiencies in the manner 
in which [the ALJ] conducts hearings,” that “[the ALJ’s] 
decisions are marked by certain characteristic errors,” and 
that “although repeatedly criticized by the courts and the 
Appeals Council, [the ALJ] has failed to modify her 
abusive conduct towards claimants”). The Court therefore 
rejects Chadirjian’s allegations of ALJ bias. 
  
 
 

II. Determination of Weight Attributed to Treating 
Source 

*7 Chadirjian next argues that the ALJ erred by declining 
to afford controlling weight to the opinions of her treating 
psychiatrist, Dr. Kandalaft. 
  
The opinions of treating physicians and psychiatrists get 
special weight in the determination of Social Security 
Disability Benefits. See 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.1502, 
404.1527(c)(2). Under SSA regulations, a treating source 
is the party’s “own acceptable medical source who 
provides [the party], or has provided [the party], with 
medical treatment or evaluation and who has, or has had, 
an ongoing treatment relationship with [the party].” See 
20 C.F.R. § 404.1527(c)(2). The SSA generally considers 
a party to have an ongoing treatment relationship with an 
acceptable medical source when the medical evidence 
establishes that the party sees or has seen the source “with 
a frequency consistent with accepted medical practice for 
the type of treatment and/or evaluation required for [the 
party’s] medical condition(s).” Id. The SSA “may 
consider an acceptable medical source who has treated or 
evaluated [the party] only a few times or only after long 
intervals (e.g., twice a year) to be [the party’s] treating 
source if the nature and frequency of the treatment or 
evaluation is typical for [the party’s] condition(s).” Id. 
  
Although the opinions of treating sources are not 
automatically determinative, Green-Younger v. Barnhart, 
335 F.3d 99, 106 (2d Cir. 2003), they are often entitled to 
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significant deference, see, e.g., Greek v. Colvin, 802 F.3d 
370, 375 (2d Cir. 2015) (per curiam). Indeed, the opinions 
of such treating sources will be given “controlling 
weight” when they are “well-supported by medically 
acceptable clinical and laboratory diagnostic techniques 
and [are] not inconsistent with the other substantial 
evidence in [the claimant’s] case record.” 20 C.F.R. § 
404.1527(c)(2). By the same token, “the opinion of the 
treating physician is not afforded controlling weight 
where ... the treating physician issued opinions that are 
not consistent with other substantial evidence in the 
record.” Halloran v. Barnhart, 362 F.3d 28, 32 (2d Cir. 
2004) (citing Veino, 312 F.3d at 588). 
  
Where a treating source’s opinion is not given controlling 
weight, “SSA regulations require the ALJ to consider 
several factors in determining how much weight the 
opinion should receive,” including the frequency, length, 
nature, and extent of the treatment relationship; the 
medical evidence supporting the opinion; the consistency 
of the opinion with the medical record as a whole; and 
whether the treating source is a specialist. Greek. 802 
F.3d at 375 (citing Selian v. Astrue, 708 F.3d 409, 418 
(2d Cir. 2013) ); see also Halloran, 362 F.3d at 32–33 
(“An ALJ who refuses to accord controlling weight to the 
medical opinion of a treating physician must consider 
[the] various ‘factors’ [listed in 20 C.F.R. § 404.1527(c) ] 
to determine how much weight to give to the opinion.”). 
“After considering the above factors, the ALJ must 
comprehensively set forth his reasons for the weight 
assigned to the treating physician’s opinion,” and “[t]he 
failure to provide ‘good reasons’ for not crediting the 
opinion of a claimant’s treating physician is a ground for 
remand.’ ” Greek, 802 F.3d at 375 (quoting Burgess, 527 
F.3d at 129–30). “The ALJ is not permitted to substitute 
his own expertise or view of the medical proof for the 
treating physician’s opinion or for any competent medical 
opinion.” Id. In addition, an ALJ has an affirmative duty 
to develop the administrative record and “cannot reject a 
treating physician’s diagnosis without first attempting to 
fill any clear gaps in the administrative record.” Burgess, 
537 F.3d at 129 (quoting Rosa v. Callahan, 168 F.3d 72, 
79 (2d Cir. 1999) ). 
  
*8 Dr. Kandalaft was Chadirjian’s treating source, but the 
ALJ gave no weight to his “reports assessing extreme 
limitations,” including portions of his August 2015 
opinion, his December 2015 opinion, and his September 
2016 opinion, on the grounds that they were not supported 
by the record or by Dr. Kandalaft’s examination notes. (R. 
at 45–46.) The ALJ erred in the treatment of Dr. 
Kandalaft’s opinion. 
  
The Commissioner is correct that the ALJ was not 

required to afford controlling weight to Dr. Kandalaft’s 
opinion that Chadirjian meets the criteria for a certain 
disability listing, because “[t]he ultimate determination of 
whether a person has a disability within the meaning of 
the Act belongs to the Commissioner.” See Greek, 802 
F.3d at 374; (R. at 323.) But Dr. Kandalaft’s assessments 
of Chadirjian’s underlying medical limitations, which 
supported his opinion that she was disabled, were not 
legal conclusions. In this case, the ALJ afforded no 
weight to portions of Dr. Kandalaft’s August 2015 
opinion stating that (1) Chadirjian had moderate 
difficulties in performing activities on a schedule, because 
she regularly attended psychiatric treatment; (2) she had 
marked difficulties in working in proximity with others 
without distraction, because she testified that she had no 
difficulty working with people except for supervisors; (3) 
she had repeated and extended episodes of 
decompensation, because there was no documented 
evidence of such episodes; and (4) she had marked 
difficulties with concentration, persistence or pace and 
was incapable of “low stress” work, because she was 
capable of taking public transportation, driving, and 
completing household tasks and errands, and because her 
mental status examinations revealed largely normal 
findings. (R. at 46, 70, 304–06.) In doing so, however, the 
ALJ relied on the ALJ’s own interpretation of the medical 
record and Dr. Kandalaft’s treatment notes, compiled over 
the course of six years of treatment. “Such an assessment 
is beyond the scope of the ALJ’s authority, since 
‘[n]either the trial judge nor the ALJ is permitted to 
substitute his own expertise or view of the medical proof 
for the treating physician’s opinion.’ ” Flynn v. Comm’r 
of Soc. Sec. Admin., 729 F. App’x 119, 121 (2d Cir. 
2018) (quoting Shaw, 221 F.3d at 134). And to the extent 
the ALJ relied on Chadirjian’s daily activities, including 
her regular attendance at psychiatric treatment, such 
comparisons fail to recognize that a claimant “may appear 
to function adequately in a restricted setting and yet be 
unable to meet the demands of competitive employment.” 
Harris v. Colvin, 149 F. Supp. 3d 435, 445 (W.D.N.Y. 
2016); see also Miller v. Colvin, 122 F. Supp. 3d 23, 29 
(W.D.N.Y. 2015) (“The ALJ did not explain how the 
performance of these limited activities of daily living 
translates into the ability to perform substantial gainful 
work at all exertional levels in a typical competitive 
workplace environment.”). Instead, under the treating 
physician rule, the ALJ was required to afford Dr. 
Kandalaft’s opinions controlling weight where, as here, 
they were consistent with substantial evidence in the 
record. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1527(c)(2); see Greek, 802 F.3d 
at 375. 
  
The ALJ further afforded no weight to Dr. Kandalaft’s 
September 2016 opinion that Chadirjian would be off-task 
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for eleven to twenty percent of the day, because it was 
unsupported by other evidence in the record, including his 
examination notes, which revealed largely normal 
findings with anxiety reported at a few visits. (Id. at 46.) 
But again, the ALJ was not permitted to substitute her 
own interpretation of Dr. Kandalaft’s treatment notes as 
reflecting that Chadirjian largely “exhibits a normal 
mood.” (R. at 46); see Flynn, 729 F. App’x at 121. 
  
*9 The ALJ also noted that Dr. Kandalaft opined that the 
above limitations began on June 1, 2005, even though 
Chardirjian only began seeing Dr. Kandalaft in 2010 and 
worked as a paralegal through 2011. (Id. at 46, 207, 306.) 
But a treating physician is not barred from rendering a 
retrospective opinion: indeed, “while a treating 
physician’s retrospective diagnosis is not conclusive, it is 
entitled to controlling weight unless it is contradicted by 
other medical evidence or ‘overwhelmingly compelling’ 
non-medical evidence.” Byam v. Barnhart, 336 F.3d 172, 
183 (2d Cir. 2003) (quoting Rivera v. Sullivan, 923 F.2d 
964, 968 (2d Cir. 1991) ). 
  
Nor do the remaining medical opinions in the record 
constitute substantial evidence to support the 
Commissioner’s determination that Chadirjian was not 
disabled. See Balsamo v. Chater, 142 F.3d 75, 81 (2d Cir. 
1998) (While an ALJ is “free to resolve issues of 
credibility as to lay testimony or to choose between 
properly submitted medical opinions, he is not free to set 
his own expertise against that of a physician....” 
(alteration in original) (quoting McBrayer v. Sec’y of 
Health and Human Servs., 712 F.2d 795, 799 (2d Cir. 
1983) ) ). The ALJ afforded “[c]onsiderable weight” to 
the opinion of Dr. Trimba, the consultative examiner, on 
the ground that it was consistent with Chadirjian’s 
examination findings. (R. at 45.) But beyond noting that 
Chadirjian had a mental disorder, Dr. Trimba did not 
opine on Chadirjian’s mental limitations. (R. at 316–20.) 
The ALJ also afforded “[s]ome weight” to the opinion of 
Dr. Rozelman, noting that it was “generally consistent 
with the overall record.” (R. at 45.) The ALJ did not 
explain which portions of Dr. Rozelman’s opinion the 
ALJ relied on. (R. at 45.) But Dr. Rozelman did not 
examine Chadirjian and she issued her opinion in May 
2015, before Dr. Kandalaft issued the three opinions—
August 2015, December 2015, and September 2016—that 
the ALJ discounted. (R. at 45–46; 87–94.) Indeed, Dr. 
Rozelman’s opinion acknowledged that, at the time, the 
“evidence as a whole, both medical and non-medical is 
not sufficient to support a decision on the claim.” (R. at 
90.) Because Dr. Rozelman did not review all of 
Chadirjian’s relevant medical information, including 
certain opinions of her treating physician, Dr. Rozelman’s 
opinion “is not ‘supported by evidence of record’ as 

required to override the opinion of [the] treating 
physician,” Dr. Kandalaft. Tarsia v. Astrue, 418 F. App’x 
16, 18 (2d Cir. 2011); see also Flynn, 729 F. App’x at 121 
(“We have ... disfavored opinions rendered after limited 
to no contact with the claimant.”). 
  
Further, the Social Security regulations require that, in 
declining to afford controlling weight to a treating 
physician’s opinion, the agency must “explicitly 
consider” certain factors. Selian, 708 F.3d at 418. In this 
case, although the ALJ did consider the “amount of 
medical evidence” and the “consistency of the opinion 
with the remaining medical evidence,” there is no 
indication that the ALJ considered the “frequency, length, 
nature, and extent of treatment.” Id. The ALJ’s opinion 
acknowledges that “Dr. Charles Kandalaft of Westchester 
Psychiatric Associates ... began treating the claimant in 
February 2010.” (R. at 43.) It is true that courts do not 
require “slavish recitation of each and every factor where 
the ALJ’s reasoning and adherence to the regulation are 
clear.” Atwater v. Astrue, 512 F. App’x 67, 70 (2d Cir. 
2013). In this case, however, it is by no means “clear” the 
ALJ explicitly considered the fact that Dr. Kandalaft had 
been treating Chadirjian regularly for more than six years, 
let alone that the ALJ weighed this factor against 
purported inconsistencies between Dr. Kandalaft’s 
opinions and the medical record. The “opinion of a 
treating physician is accorded extra weight because the 
continuity of treatment he provides and the doctor/patient 
relationship he develops place him in a unique position to 
make a complete and accurate diagnosis of his patient.” 
Mongeur v. Heckler, 722 F.2d 1033, 1039 n.2 (2d Cir. 
1983). Such deference is particularly appropriate here, 
where Dr. Kandalaft had been treating Chadirjian 
regularly for more than six years, and the only other two 
medical opinions came from a non-examining consultant, 
Dr. Rozelman, (R. at 87–94), and a consultative physician 
who did not even assess Chadirjian’s mental status, Dr. 
Trimba, (R. at 316–20). 
  
*10 Finally, Dr. Kandalaft’s opinions assessing 
limitations in Chadirjian’s understanding and memory and 
concentration, persistence, and pace were also consistent 
with those of Ms. Baroni, who opined that Chadirjian was 
“very impaired by her difficulty in focusing and staying 
on task,” had an “inability to focus,” and was “easily 
distracted by noise.” (R. at 310.) Although Ms. Baroni is 
not a treating physician whose opinion may be entitled to 
controlling weight, her findings can constitute substantial 
evidence to provide support for Dr. Kandalaft’s opinions. 
  
The Court therefore concludes that the ALJ erred by 
failing to afford controlling weight to the opinions of Dr. 
Kandalaft, Chadirjian’s treating physician. 
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III. Substantial Evidence Challenges 
Chadirjian challenges the ALJ’s RFC determination, 
credibility determination, and conclusion that Chadirjian 
could perform work in the national economy as 
unsupported by substantial evidence. (Pl. Mem. 19–28.) 
Because the ALJ erred in its treatment of Dr. Kandalaft’s 
opinion, the ALJ’s subsequent analysis was also 
necessarily flawed. 
  
First, the ALJ’s RFC determination failed to account for 
the limitations assessed by Dr. Kandalaft and improperly 
relied on the opinion of non-treating physician Dr. 
Rozelman. A claimant bears the burden of proving her 
RFC, or the most she can still do despite her impairments. 
See 20 C.F.R. § 494,1545(a)(1); McIntyre v. Colvin, 758 
F.3d 146, 150 (2d Cir. 2014). RFC findings “need only 
‘afford[ ] an adequate basis for meaningful judicial 
review, appl[y] the proper legal standards, and [be] 
supported by substantial evidence such that additional 
analysis would be unnecessary or superfluous[.]” 
McIntyre, 758 F.3d at 150 (alterations in original) 
(quoting Cichocki v. Astrue, 729 F.3d 172, 177 (2d Cir. 
2013) ). “While a treating physician’s legal conclusion of 
a claimant’s RFC is entitled to no special significance, the 
same cannot be said for a treating physician’s medical 
assessment of the patient’s limitations.” Bradley v. 
Colvin, 110 F. Supp. 3d 429, 444 (E.D.N.Y. 2015) 
(citations omitted). 
  
Here, in determining Chadirjian’s RFC, the ALJ afforded 
some weight to Dr. Rozelman’s opinion, some weight to 
Dr. Kandalaft’s treatment notes, and considerable weight 
to Dr. Trimba’s opinion, “but with additional limitations 
assessed given the claimant’s statements about 
concentration and memory, as well as the statements of 
her treating doctor.” (R. at 45.) The ALJ apparently 
accounted for Dr. Kandalaft’s assessed limitations of 
Chadirjian’s ability to understand and remember 
instructions and her anxiety around supervisors by 
limiting her RFC to “simple, routine and repetitive tasks 
and simple work-related decisions with occasional contact 
with supervisors.” (R. at 41.) As discussed above, 
however, the ALJ inappropriately substituted the ALJ’s 
own judgment for Dr. Kandalaft’s in determining 
Chadirjian’s RFC. See Greek, 802 F.3d at 375. No 
medical opinion in the record supports the ALJ’s 
conclusion that Chadirjian could perform work so long as 
she was “limited to simple, routine and repetitive tasks 
and simple work-related decisions with occasional contact 
with supervisors.” (R. at 41.) Dr. Trimba’s opinion, (R. at 

316–20), does not discuss Chadirjian’s mental limitations, 
and Dr. Rozelman’s opinion, (R. at 87–97), cannot 
constitute substantial evidence to override Dr. Kandalaft’s 
opinion, as described above. See Tarsia, 418 F. App’x at 
18. 
  
In determining Chadirjian’s RFC, the ALJ did not, for 
example, account for Dr. Kandalaft’s opinion that 
Chadirjian was “[i]ncapable of even ‘low stress’ ” in work 
environments, (R. at 305), and that she would be “off 
task” for eleven to twenty percent of the time, (R. at 332). 
But the testimony of the VE makes clear that, crediting 
certain limitations assessed by Dr. Kandalaft, Chadirjian 
is not capable of performing work in the national 
economy. The VE testified that an individual who is “off 
task” for twenty percent of the workday would be 
incapable of performing work in the national economy. 
(R. at 82.) The VE further testified that an individual who 
required even “occasional” reminders for simple and 
routine tasks would require an accommodation. (R. at 80–
81.) Such limitations are supported by Dr. Kandalaft’s 
opinions on Chadirjian’s limitations in memory and 
concentration. (See R. at 300–06.) 
  
 
 

IV. Remedy 
*11 Upon review of a final decision of the Commissioner, 
the Court may enter “a judgment affirming, modifying, or 
reversing the decision of the Commissioner of Social 
Security, with or without remanding the cause for a 
rehearing.” 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). “[W]here the 
administrative record contains gaps, remand to the 
Commissioner for further development of the evidence is 
appropriate.” Butts v. Barnhart, 388 F.3d 377, 385 (2d 
Cir. 2004), as amended on reh’g in part, 416 F.3d 101 (2d 
Cir. 2005). On the other hand, where there is “no apparent 
basis to conclude that a more complete record might 
support the Commissioner’s decision,” courts will “opt[ ] 
simply to remand for a calculation of benefits.” Rosa, 168 
F.3d at 83. 
  
In this case, the ALJ’s decision that Chadirjian was not 
disabled was based on an erroneous application of the 
treating physician rule and was unsupported by 
substantial evidence in the record. When Dr. Kandalaft’s 
conclusions are afforded controlling weight, it is clear, 
based on the testimony of the VE and other substantial 
evidence in the record, that Chadirjian would not be able 
to perform work in the national economy. See Green-
Younger, 335 F.3d at 109 (remanding for calculation of 
benefits where the VE testified that, under the limitations 
assessed by the treating physician, the plaintiff could not 
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be employed); cf. Harman v. Apfel, 211 F.3d 1172, 1180 
(9th Cir. 2000) (declining to remand for calculation of 
benefits where “there was no testimony from the 
vocational expert that the limitations found by [the 
treating physician] would render Appellant unable to 
engage in any work”). Because the Court concludes that a 
remand for further evidentiary hearings would serve no 
purpose, Parker, 626 F.2d at 235, the Court reverses the 
Commissioner’s decision and remands solely for 
calculation and payment of benefits. 
  
 
 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons set forth above, Chadirjian’s motion for 
judgment on the pleadings is granted and the 
Commissioner’s cross-motion is denied. The Court 
reverses the Commissioner’s final decision that 
Chadirjian was not entitled to benefits and remands the 
case to the Commissioner solely to calculate benefits. The 
Court respectfully directs the Clerk of Court to close this 
case. 
  
SO ORDERED. 
  

All Citations 
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Footnotes	
	
1	
	

The	 ALJ	 found	 that	 Chadirjian’s	 depression,	 anxiety,	 and	 PTSD	 were	 severe	 impairments	 and	 that	 her	 back	 problems,	
asthma,	and	glaucoma	were	nonsevere	impairments.	(Id.	at	39.)	
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